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Abstract The Ultra-dense Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), which consists of macro-cells and pico-cells, has

been recognized as a key technique to improve network performance. However, the increasing number of pico-cells

also causes severe interference including inter-cell interference and intra-cell interference. Therefore, interference

management has become an important issue in ultra-dense HetNets, and the traditional enhanced inter-cell

interference coordination (eICIC) scheme is no longer fit for the high density of small cells. In this paper, a

hybrid interference management method based on dynamic eICIC and coordinated multi-point transmission

(CoMP) is proposed. Firstly, a virtual cell is established based on the characteristics of ultra dense HetNets.

Then, a novel joint dynamic eICIC scheme combined with multi-user beamforming is deployed to eliminate

the inter-cell interference, and improve the throughput of virtual cell significantly without sharp decrease of

throughput of macro-cell. Furthermore, a virtual cell based joint transmission scheme is deployed with a power

control algorithm, which can obviously increase the spectrum efficiency of virtual cell edge. Simulation results

verify that the proposed scheme can achieve better spectrum efficiency both at macro-cell and virtual cell edges,

and the network throughput is also improved.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, it has been witnessed that the data traffic over cellular networks grows up explosively,

and the System spectral efficiency has been greatly improved with the development of technologies,

such as the Heterogeneous-Network (HetNet), which consists of macro-cells and small-cells (femto-cell

or pico-cell). Recently, much attention has been drawn to the Ultra-dense network (UDN), where a

huge number of pico-cells are deployed close to mobile stations, so as to boost the network capacity.

Four general directions can be taken to enhance the system throughput of HetNets: spectrum extension,

better spectrum efficiency, higher network node density with pico-cells, and offloading. To improve the

spectrum efficiency, frequency reuse factor tends to be set, which means macro-cells and pico-cells always

share the same frequency.
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Figure 1 Spectrum efficiency comparison

However, since the density of the pico-cell increases to a crowding level, pico-cells are deployed much

closer to each other, even to the macro e-node B (eNB). As a result, the inter-cell interference and the

intra-cell interference from neighboring cells become a serious problem. The cell-edge users equipment

(UE) in pico-cells always suffers considerable performance degradation due to the weak received signal

power from their associated low power base stations. Accordingly, enhanced inter-cell interference coor-

dination (eICIC) [1, 2] has been introduced as a key technology for interference management in LTE-A

networks. By using the almost blank Subframes (ABS), eICIC technology can provide a good way for

macro BSs and low power BSs to time-share the radio resources. The macro BS remains silent in ABS

to eliminate the inter-cell interference, and the pico-cell can transmit in a low interference environment.

However, the inter-cell interference in Ultra-dense HetNets is not the only reason causing the decrease of

network performance. The high density of pico-cells leads to significant intra-cell interference, decreasing

the throughput of cell-edge UEs.

To solve these problems, in the past, some eICIC schemes such as dynamic ABRB control [3] were

proposed in LTE-A. And some other researches [4, 5] proposed the SCGM scheme, in which pico-cells in

network always do not share the same ABS, in other words, different pico-cells have different ABS models

to avoid the intra-cell interference between them. In these situations, different pico-cells can transmit

in different ABSs, therefore, the throughput of pico-cells can be improved. However, the cost of these

schemes is poor user experience of MUEs, because more pico-cells require more ABSs, while more ABSs

mean more silent subframes for MUEs. As the number of pico-cells increases, the number of ABS model

for different pico-cells in the same macro-cell is also increased. As a result, MUEs will have fewer and

fewer subframes to transmit data, and the spectrum efficiency will decline significantly. If different pico-

cells work in different frequencies, the increasing number of pico-cells might cause less spectrum resource

for each pico-cell, which also leads to the falling of spectrum efficiency. Figure 1 shows how spectrum

efficiency of one macro-cell(with three sector modes, including the pico-cells in its coverage) decreases

with the number of pico-cells while different ABS models are used for different pico-cells.

As shown in Figure 1, the spectrum efficiency drops sharply with the increase of pico-cells. Usually

the increase of pico-cells improves the spectrum efficiency and capacity in HetNets, but the huge number

of pico-cells intricates channel environment and cell-edge UEs might suffer interference from neighbor

eNB. Severe channel environment caused by interference has adverse impact on network performance in

ultra-dense HetNets.

On the other hand, to efficiently improve the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of cell-

edge UEs, the coordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP) technology has been applied in ultra-dense

Network. The deployment and scenarios of this technology are defined in 3GPP Rel. 11 CoMP. As

introduced in [6], downlink CoMP can be classified into joint transmission (JT), coordinated scheduling
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Figure 2 System model.

and coordinate beamforming (CS/CB) [7].

Recently, there are some research on interference management based on eICIC and CoMP, such as [8,9].

CoMP and eICIC schemes are overviewed, which can improve the cell edge throughput, but the study

only focuses on the simple apply of the technology without getting into the details of factor-optimization.

In [10], an optimization of time-domain resource allocation for ABS scheme is proposed. CoMP is

implemented between macro-eNB and pico-eNB. Nevertheless, with the increase of pico-eNB number,

joint transmission between pico-eNBs becomes more and more important with great research value.

In this paper, we consider virtual cell [11] for pico-cell management and hybrid interference management

which combines the characteristics of eICIC and CoMP technology to control interference. We only

consider the download link situation. In order to avoid the decrease of spectrum efficiency, all the pico-

cells share the same ABS model in our project. In our scheme, the virtual cell is configured which

consists of particular pico-cells close to each other, and the intra-cell interference can be utilized by joint

transmission, as shown in Figure 2. The principle of how to choose the member of virtual cell is discussed

in Section 4.

Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can significantly outperform the existing algorithms,

and achieve the best performance both in pico-cells and in overall network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the system model under

the consideration of ultra-dense HetNets. In Section 3, we propose a scheme for inter cell interference

management in ultra-dense network. In Section 4, we provide the details of our scheme improving

spectrum efficiency even more.

2 System model

The system model is shown in Figure 2. We consider one M-eNB with M macro-cell MUEs and L pico-cell

eNBs (P-eNBs) with cellular (L0 LN ), and all eNBs share the same frequency spectrum to improve the

spectrum efficiency. To simplify the analysis of the problem without loss of generality, we only consider

one sector in the macro-cell and the overall network can triple the situation results simply. And we also

assume there are N PUEs randomly distributed in the pico-cell. And in the rest of this paper, we only

consider the downlink transmission.
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Table 1 Notation definition

Notation Definition

M Number of MUE

L Number of P-eNBs

N Number of PUE in each picocell

αi Fraction of ABS in macro-cell

PM, PP Transmission power of MUE and PUE

PMax Maximum of transmission power

B System bandwidth

δ2 Noise power per PRB bandwidth in the licensed band

RM, RV Throughput of macro cells and virtual cells

RMin, RT Minimum of throughput and Threshold of throughput

RSRPa, RSRPb RSRP of UE i in ABS period and normal period

RSRPi’ RSRP of UE i from neighbor eNB

R
M,a
i ,RP,b

i Rate of marco and pico user in ABS and normal period

In this work, we consider MUEs are associated to the M-ENB and PUEs are associated to the P-ENBs

without going into the details of user association, because the research of user association has gained

considerable attention in the past. In macro-cell, user association is always based on maximum reference

signal received power (RSRP). However, in the HetNets, the pico-cells always use the Pico/Femto eNBs,

which have lower transmission power and smaller coverage. Therefore, traditional Max-RSRP based on

user association might lead to unbalanced load between the pico-cell and the macro-cell. The network-

wide user association problem for HetNets is NP-hard in general [12]. In order to solve the load balance

problem, cell range expansion [13] has been proposed by setting a cell associated biasing within RSRP

when UEs try to connect to P-eNBs. By this way, UEs can connect the P-eNB, although this P-eNB

might not be given the best RSRP at the user side, compared with M-eNB. Cell range expansion is

always deployed in the eICIC algorithm to balance network load. The influence of cell range expansion

was discussed in the load balance scheme presented in [12]. In our research, the cell range expansion also

has impact when we combine the eICIC and CoMP. The details will be discussed in Section 4.

As mentioned above, all PUEs share the same spectrum with M-eNB and dense distribution, then

M-eNB might cause high inter-cell interference to the PUEs which associate with P-eNB in cell range

expansion area. And due to the close distance between each pico-cell, the intra-cell interference is also

considerable. That is why we set the inter-cell and intra-cell interference cancellation as our main objec-

tive. A hybrid interference management based on dynamic ABS and CoMP is proposed in this paper to

eliminate these two types of interference.

Before proceeding to problem formulation, we give the notations first and that will be used in the rest

of the paper, as shown in Table 1.

3 Hybrid interference management algorithm

3.1 Virtual cell building

Figure 2 shows more than 20 pico-cells in one macro-cell, and at least 6 pico-cells in one sector in the

network. It is too complicated to manage every pico-cell separately, and this will cause a serious problem

of signaling overhead while deploying interference management scheme. Therefore, the concept of virtual

cell is used to simplify the network structure. A virtual cell consists of pico-cells based on their geographic

locations and channel conditions. Unlike femto-eNB, pico-eNB is always deployed by operators in a fixed

position, such as the signal blind zone or overload zone in macro-cells. Under these conditions, the

location of pico-eNBs is logical but uneven. We use a fast algorithm to select members of virtual cell.
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Figure 3 Flow chart of virtual cell building.

Firstly, the network can get the location information of the pico-eNBs in macro-cell, then pico-eNBs,

which are located close to each other, will be chosen as potential members in the list. Secondly, the

Macro-eNB sends channel state information (CSI) requirements to these potential members through X2

interface [14], and these pico-cells return the average CSI of its own UEs. Based on the CSI information,

the pico-cells which all have the poor channel quality will be chosen as the virtual cell members. Because

these pico-cells are close to each other and have similar channel quality, which means they are ‘sharing’

similar interference, this virtual cell can be deployed for interference management effectively. In some

situation, the pico-eNBs might be deactivated or migrate by operator, which will change the channel

environment, although it is not frequently happened. In this context, the scheme of virtual cell is set

semi-static, which will reset when the changes of pico-eNBs are detected. The flow chart is given in

Figure 3.

3.2 Joint dynamic eICIC scheme

In order to improve the frequency efficiency, the M-eNB and the virtual cell share the same frequency. If

a PUE uses the same physical resource block (PRB) as that used by the M-eNB, this PUE will experience

interferences from M-eNB, and vice versa. This type of interference might be insignificant if the PUE is

in the center of virtual cell and sees a weak signal from M-eNB. However, if the PUE moves to the edge

of virtual cell, the M-eNB to PUE interference will be considerable.

To eliminate the inter-interference, the effective solution is to allocate different and orthogonal PRBs to

MUE and PUE. As mentioned above, M-eNB and P-eNB share the same spectrum, then a dynamic eICIC

algorithm is deployed in network. The main target is to improve overall throughput by eliminating the

inter-cell interference, as shown in (1). M-eNB transmits ABS time-division multiplexed with normally

transmitted subframes according to a dynamic ABS pattern of a specified duration. We try to dynamically

change the fraction of ABS, and the throughput of macro-cells and virtual-cells can be expressed as follows:

max
α

RM +RV, (1)
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RM = ηbηc

M
∑

i=1

[

α log2

(

1 +
RSRPM,a

i
(

RSRP′
i + δ2

)

ηs

)

+ (1− α) log2

(

1 +
RSRPM,b

i
(

RSRP′
i + δ2

)

ηs

)]

, (2)

RV = ηbηc

N ·L
∑

i=1

[

α log2

(

1 +
RSRPP,a

i

δ2ηs

)

+ (1− α) log2

(

1 +
RSRPP,b

i
(

RSRP′
i + δ2

)

ηs

)]

. (3)

Three parameters ηb, ηc and ηs, in (2) and (3), are used to model the throughput of practical LTE

systems [15]. The first parameter represents the system bandwidth efficiency and accounts for different

overheads such as cyclic-prefixes and pilots. The other two parameters are jointly used to model SINR

implementation efficiency to match receiver algorithms and its supported modulation-coding schemes

(MCS) [15]. Using a practical formula for throughput in network rather than the Shannon capacity

formula can provide closer approximation to real implementations and improve the algorithm accuracy

appreciably.

From (2) and (3), it is obvious that virtual cell channel performance can be improved while ABSs

increase, at the cost of the decrease of MUEs throughput. The CoMP technology is deployed in the

network, and its key point is multi-user beamforming [16]. Based on multiple-output (MIMO) channels,

phase-shift is added to the data vector with obvious peak reduction. In order to focus on interference

management, we consider effects of multi-user beamforming without details. Due to the deployment of

multi-user beamforming in macro-cell, PUE and MUE will not interfere with each other if they are far

from each other while using the same PRB. From [17], the horizontal and vertical antenna patterns in

beamforming can be expressed as

AH(ϕ) = −min

[

12

(

ϕ

ϕ3dB

)2

, Am

]

, (4)

AH(Θ) = −min

[

12

(

Θ −Θetilit

Θ3dB

)2

, SLAv

]

. (5)

The parameter Θetilit is the electrical antenna downtilt. The value of this parameter and a potential

additional mechanical tilt is not given here but may be set according to other RRM techniques used. For

calibration purposes, the values Θetilit = 15◦ for 3GPP case 1 and Θetilit = 6◦ for 3GPP case 3. The

antenna height at the base station is 32 m, and the antenna height at UE is 1.5 m. The method for

combining the 3D antenna patterns can be expressed as

AH(Θ,ϕ) = −min {−[AH(ϕ) +AV (Θ)], Am} . (6)

The antenna gain is considered in the RSRP of every user. In this case, we can further increase

the spectrum efficiency by splitting the ABS in frequency domain In other words, different PRBs will

implement different ABS models. In this way, MUEs can keep the transmission in some ABSs which

are supposed to remain silent for them, as long as the interference is not considerable, as illustrated in

Figure 2. A novel ABS strategy we proposed can significantly increase the spectrum efficiency of macro-

cell in the eICIC scheme, and virtual cell channel performance can be improved without obvious decrease

of MUEs throughput.

In this case, the fraction of ABS should change both in time domain and frequency domain, so as to

get adapted to network dynamics. Therefore, we consider the throughput of every PRB instead of the

rate of every UE. The target of our scheme is to maximize the throughput of whole PRBs while meeting

QoS constrains for MUEs and PUEs. And the rate of MUE in the downlink is discussed as follows:

RM = ηbηc

PRBM

∑

i=1

[

αiR
M,a + (1− αi)R

M,b
]

, (7)

where PRBM represents the PRB used by MUE, and αi is the ABS faction deployed on current PRBi.

The throughput of MUEs should comprise two parts, the throughput in ABS period and the throughput
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in nomal period, for each PRB. If this PRB is used by MUE and PUE during ABS period and the

interference is intolerant, the transmission of MUE should be suspended. Consequently, RSRPM,a
i in (2)

should be naught. But if the interference is negligible, MUE is allowed to keep the transmission, in other

words, ABS is not necessary. Constraint (8) imposes a lower limit RT on the throughput of MUE, which

represents the QoS requirement. This parameter RT is pre-determined which can be changed by network

operators to meet different needs.

RM
i > RT, i ∈ MUE. (8)

On the other hand, the throughput of PUE in the downlink also comprises two parts, the throughput

in ABS period and the throughput in nomal period, for each PRB, which can be expressed similarly as

follows:

RV = ηbηc

PRBP

∑

i=1

[αiR
P,a + (1− αi)R

P,b]. (9)

The constraint in (10) represents the value space for fraction of ABS. αmax is preset to avoid some

rare cases, for example, all frame is full of ABS, and as a result, MUE cannot transmit any data in the

current network. For our simulation, αmax is preset to 6/8 normally. And constraint (11) represents that

change of network rate must be positive after ABS ratio is changed.

0 < αi < αmax, i ∈ PRB, (10)

∆RM
i +∆RP

i > 0, i ∈ PRB. (11)

The optimal model is then to maximize the sum rate of overall PRB rate while meeting the constraints.

The predetermined cell association bias can be fixed or updated semi-statically from feedback. The

constraints can be formulated as follows:

max
αi

PRB
∑

i

(RM
i +RP

i ) (12)

s.t. (8), (10), (11). (13)

3.3 Virtual cell based joint transmission scheme

Intra-cell interference is another obstacle to network performance improvement except for inter-cell in-

terference. With the development of ultra-dense HetNet, intra-cell interference is getting worse while

distance shrinks between pico-cells. Our simulation finds a special phenomenon: after the inter-cell inter-

ference management is deployed, the signal strength is significantly increased, however, the interference

between pico-cells is also getting worse at the same time. This means that the inter-cell interference

management is a double-edged sword to virtual cells, and the effective intra-cell interference management

is an indispensable part.

To solve this problem, the downlink joint transmission scheme is applied to eliminate the intra-

interference among virtual cells. The characteristics of virtual cell are introduced in Subsection 3.1,

which can be summarized as follows: (1) short distance between pico-cells; (2) similar channel states.

Apparently, the virtual cell fits well with joint transmission in CoMP. Due to the close range between

the P-eNBs, some PUEs might receive strong signals from more than one P-eNB, especially for the cell-

edge user. Then, this kind of PUEs can be chosen as coordinated users which can connect coordinate

eNBs simultaneously and the Pico-eNBs which provide strong signals can be chosen as coordinate eNBs.

Like multi-user beamforming, we concentrate on effects of joint transmission in interference management

without details in physical layer. Theoretically, every member in virtual cell is a potential coordinate

eNB, but in the real network, some pico-eNBs in virtual cell might be overloaded or cannot provide good

signal to anyone. These pico-eNBs are not suitable for coordinate transmission, and only the pico-eNBs

which interfere with others will be chosen as coordinate eNBs.

As for the selection of coordinated UEs, it will be easy to find out that any PUE suffering from neighbor

Pico-eNBs can be chosen as the coordinated UEs. These PUEs will upload RSRP list, and the eNB which
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has the best RSRP will be its coordinate eNB, except for the original base station. The constraint of

coordinated association can be expressed as (14). Constraint (14) represents that PUEs can be chosen as

coordinated users only if the RSRP from coordinate BS reaches or exceeds the threshold RSRPT, which

is preset by network operators.

RSRPCSB > RSRPT. (14)

In the joint transmission, the strong signal from neighbor eNB can be used as transmission signal

instead of interference, which means the original interference power should be counted as receive power.

Hence, the rate of virtual cell in (9) can be rewritten as (15).

RV = ηbηc

PRBP

∑

i=1

[

α log2

(

1 +

∑CSB
j RSRPP,a

i,j

δ2ηs

)

+ (1− α) log2

(

1 +

∑CSB
j RSRPP,b

i,j
(

RSRP′
i + δ2

)

ηs

)]

. (15)

If the signal from neighbor P-eNB is not strong enough, in other words, the interference is not severe,

then the PUE will keep current connection with original P-ENB. In this case, the intra-cell interference

can be effectively inhibited, nonetheless, we cannot consider the virtual cell and macro-cell separately. If

an MUE moves around the edge area of the virtual cell, it will suffer interference from the virtual cell,

although it is not common. And sometimes, some MUEs are moving in the virtual cell but still cannot

access the pico-eNB due to closed subscriber group (CSG) [18]. Therefor the constraint of interference

between virtual cell and MUE is necessary. In this case, power allocation has attracted wide attention

in CoMP [19–21], which can eliminate the interference greatly. In order to prevent the interference

between MUE and virtual cell, constraint (16) is built to limit the P-eNB transmit power. If an MUE is

moving around the virtual cell and experiencing strong interference from the virtual cell, it will send high

interference indicator (HII) to the macro-cell, then P-ENB will receive the indicator to reduce the power

through the X2 interface. The threshold IT is also preset by the network operator, like the RSRPT.

IMi < IT. (16)

Taken together, the overall optimization model is given as follows:

max
αi,pi

PRB
∑

i

(RM
i +RP

i ) (17)

s.t. (8), (10), (11), (14), (16). (18)

4 Solution of the optimization problem

The optimization factor PRB is resource block both in time-domain and frequency domain. Hence, the

rate and the power in one frame with different PRBs can be formulated as a 1× F vector, which can be

rewritten as

R = [R1, R2, . . . , RF]
T, (19)

P = [P1, P2, . . . , PF]
T. (20)

ABS ratio α in different PRBs can also be formulated as a vector, considering it is a parameter in

time-domain only, which can be rewritten as

α = [α1, α2, . . . , αF]. (21)

The optimization problem can be rewritten as

max
α,P

α×RABS + β ×Rnon−ABS (22)

s.t. (8), (10), (11), (14), (16). (23)
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In (22), vector β represents the vector consisting of 1−αi, which can be formulated as β = [1−α1, 1−

α2, . . . , 1 − αF]. Vector RABS and Rnon−ABS represent the throughput in ABS period and non-ABS

period in each PRB. And the constraints (8), (10), (11), (14), (16) are also adjusted to fit the vector. To

simplify the model, (22) can be rewritten as

max
α,P

α× (RABS −Rnon−ABS) +A×Rnon−ABS. (24)

We define F dimensional unit vector A = [1, . . . , 1]F to make sure that the computation is a number.

Due to the independence of two stages of interference management, α,P are also independent of each

other, so we can solve the optimization problem respectively. For optimal ABS ratio, obviously, (24)

is a linear function which is continuous in [0, 1], and, it is a monotone function inside the domain

where maximum should converge to the function boundaries. Then, the optimal ABS ratio α∗ can be

expressed as

α∗ =

{

αmax, RABS > Rnon−ABS,

0, RABS < Rnon−ABS,
(25)

which can also be represented as

α∗ = αmax · U (RABS −Rnon−ABS). (26)

The U (·) in (26) is the step function and αmax represents the maximum in domain of values. After α∗

is solved, P ∗ can be found by a power control algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1. We set a TI timer to

ensure that the interference appears frequently, rather than by accident.

Algorithm 1 Power control algorithm

Require: RSRPM
P , IT;

Ensure: P ∗;

1: while RSRPM
P > 0 do

2: Collect the Pico-eNB ID from RSRPM
P information;

3: if RSRPM
P > IT then

4: Start the TI timer;

5: if TI timer countdown to the end||RSRPM
P > IT then

6: Macro-eNB send HII to the pico-eNB;

7: while RSRPM
P < IT do

8: The pico-eNB reduce transmit power Pp−eNB;

9: end while

10: else if RSRPM
P < IT then

11: Reset TI timer;

12: end if

13: end if

14: P ∗ = Pp−eNB

15: end while

5 Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the hybrid interference management against various

baseline schemes.

5.1 Simulation setup

We build a Matlab system level simulation platform based on Matlab according to 3GPP standardiza-

tion [17]. In order to go on with a simulation with high efficiency, we simplify the specific process of

protocol stack to focus on the changes of network load, and the proportional fair scheduling algorithm

to ensure the fairness in system while users are distributed randomly in cell coverage. Schemes under
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Table 2 Simulation parameters

Layout Parameters

Bandwidth (M-eNB, P-eNB) 10 MHz, 10 MHz

M-ENB transmit power 43 dBm

P-ENB transmit power 30 dBm

Cell radius (M-eNB, P-eNB) 500 m, 50 m

Noise figure 148.95 dB

Macro path loss model 128.1+37.6log10(R) (R[km])

Pico path loss model 140.7+36.7log10(R) (R[km])

Number of PRBs 50

Subframe duration 1 ms

Traffic model Full-buffer

Cell association bias 8 dB

ηb, ηc and ηs 0.42, 1, 0.62
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Figure 4 Distribution of virtual cell SINR without

scheme.
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Figure 5 Distribution of virtual cell SINR with eICIC

scheme.

comparison use the same deployment scenario in Figure 1 consisting of one M-ENB, six P-ENBs in one

section, M MUEs, S PUEs in the cell center and at the cell edge. As we mentioned above, M-ENB and

P-ENBs will share the same frequency to improve the spectrum efficiency, and we use the simulation pa-

rameters summarized in Table 2. ηb represents the system bandwidth efficiency and accounts for different

overheads such as cyclic-prefixes and pilots, and ηc, ηs are jointly used to model SINR implementation

efficiency due to receiver algorithms and its supported modulation-coding schemes (MCS). These three

parameters are used to model the throughput of practical LTE system. For our simulations, we use

ηb = 0.42, ηc = 1, and ηs = 0.62.

5.2 Results

We compare different schemes for performance evaluation. These schemes use the same system layout in

Table 2 with different interference management.

Firstly, SINRs in virtual cells are compared in circumstances of no interference, eICIC-only deployment,

and hybrid interference management respectively. As shown in Figure 4, the color gradation is lighter

in the center of virtual cell compared with Figure 5, which means the SINR is improved after eICIC

is deployed in the network. However, intra-cell interference around pico-cell edge is increasing with the

increase of signal strength of every P-eNB. As a result, pico-cells are extruded and compressed by each

other as shown in Figure 5. This provides a good condition to deploy CoMP at the same time. Figure 6

shows that SINR can be significantly improved by CoMP at the cell edge, which also leads to the increase
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Figure 6 Distribution of virtual cell SINR with proposed

scheme.
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Figure 9 Throughput of MUE in different schemes.

of spectrum efficiency.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the spectrum efficiency between different schemes. As for the

spectrum efficiency of macro cell, there are no differences between the normal eICIC scheme and the

proposed scheme when network load is light. However, the spectrum efficiency decreases sharply with

the increase of network load for normal eICIC scheme. This is because ABS ratio is increased when

virtual cell load is improved. Higher ABS ratio leads to less resources for MUE, which causes the drop

of MUE throughput. Due to multi-user beamforming, the proposed scheme can keep the average level

of spectrum efficiency, but in some simulations the spectrum efficiency also decreases slightly. And the

spectrum efficiency of virtual cell edge is improved by the joint transmission, while the average level is

close to each other.

The classic solution of interference management is compared with the proposed scheme in Figures 8

and 9. Users are distributed randomly, which causes the curves to fluctuate. In Figure 8, the CoMP

scheme and the eICIC scheme are adopted respectively. The throughput of virtual cell may benefit from

both of the two schemes, and the gain of eICIC scheme is greater than the other one. This is because the

signal from neighbor P-ENB is not strong enough while considering the inter-interference from M-ENBs

with the deployment of CoMP scheme. As seen in Figure 8, hybrid interference management can achieve

the best performance, which is more than the sum of two gains. Due to the good channel condition in

ABS, SINR in virtual cell can be increased obviously, and as a result, the signal strength from coordinate

P-ENBs is significantly enhanced, which leads to a better performance in CoMP scheme. As shown in
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Figure 9, the increase of throughput from virtual cell is higher than others when the proposed scheme

is deployed, and the throughput of MUE is not decreased heavily (red curve) compared with traditional

eICIC scheme (blue curve). This is because in the traditional eICIC scheme, deploying ABS can reduce

the transmission time for MUE However, in the proposed scheme due to the multi-user beamforming, only

MUE close to virtual cellS needs to remain silent. In the hybrid scheme MUE can keep the transmission.

Therefore, in a classical interference management scheme, MUEs will have few subframes to transmit

data when virtual cells have a higher load. As a result, the throughput of MUEs decreases sharply.

All in one, the proposed scheme can produce “a whole greater than the sum of the parts ”. This means

the hybrid interference management scheme is not just a simple combination of two interference schemes,

but an effective interference management scheme suitable for the ultra-dense pico-cell in HetNets, which

can avoid rapid decrease of spectrum efficiency.

6 Conclusion

This paper focuses on the optimization of throughput in ultra-dense HetNets with the hybrid interference

management strategy. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme has better dynamic performance

while compared with the traditional interference management. It avoids the sharp decrease of spectrum

efficiency in ultra-dense HetNets. With the consideration of dynamic cell range extension, we will find

some new strategies such as by choosing coordinate base stations.
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